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Abstract—The CERT Incident Management Body of Knowledge (CIMBOK) was built using a systematic process that starts with a controlled vocabulary and evolves through taxonomies, static ontologies, dynamic ontologies, intentional ontologies, and metamodels. The CIMBOK builds on 10 previous standards for incident management. This paper describes the components of the CIMBOK and how they were constructed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Professional communities have created and used bodies of knowledge (BOKs) to consolidate their discipline, standardize practices, improve processes, and warehouse community knowledge. Formal BOKs have been used across disciplines as varied as medical practice management [1], computer usability [2], personal software process [3], Standard CMMI Appraisal Method for Process Improvement (SCAMPI) [4], software engineering [5], project management [6], and IT security [7].

Inspired by these previous efforts, the CERT® Incident Management Body of Knowledge (CIMBOK) has the following goals:

- Allow the incident management profession to define itself. Even in the United States, incident management is still evolving as a discipline, and in other parts of the world it is not well recognized. A professional community gains a strong sense of definition from its own BOK.
- Enable incident management to be standardized at all levels, including vocabulary, competencies, and process models.
- Facilitate the creation of collective, expandable repositories for knowledge about incident management.
- Provide guidance for developing curricula, training requirements, job competency descriptions, and certification programs for incident management.

- Enable benchmarking, gap analysis, and process improvement of incident management within organizations.

The CERT Program, part of Carnegie Mellon’s® Software Engineering Institute (SEI), developed the CIMBOK by analyzing 10 previous standards for incident management:

1. The Department of Homeland Security’s Information Technology (IT) Security Essential Body of Knowledge Essential Body of Knowledge (EBK). This ontology includes a vocabulary of IT security terms, defines a Competency Lifecycle Framework CLF-style static ontology of competency areas, and maps competency clusters to job roles [7].
2. The CERT® Resilience Management Model (CERT®-RMM). CERT-RMM provides a process-oriented dynamic ontology that includes five practices and 14 subpractices [8].
3. DoD 8570.01-M: Information Assurance Workforce Improvement Program. This CLF-style static ontology provides 12 computer network defense and incident response competencies [9].
4. Incident Management Capability Metrics. This is another CLF-style static ontology [10].
5. CJCSI Directive 6510: Information Assurance and Support to Computer Network Defense. This is a dynamic ontology of the incident handling process, divided into six phases and 34 subphases [11].
6. ITIL V3 Foundation Handbook. This is a dynamic ontology of the incident management process, consisting of six activities [12].
7. ISO 27002. This static ontology is based on the notion of control [13].
8. The CSIH Certification job task analysis surveys. These cover 99 incident management tasks.
9. NIST’s Computer Security Incident Handling guide [15]. This uses a six-phase process model.
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10. CERT’s incident management process [16]. This dynamic ontology is based on a four-phase process model with 14 subphases. We synthesized a metamodel that captures the commonalities among those 10 standards. We then used that model as input to a formal process for developing BOKs that was derived from an investigation of existing BOKs and from a review of knowledge representation theory.

II. BUILDING AN INCIDENT MANAGEMENT BODY OF KNOWLEDGE

BOKs are a relatively recent development in information modeling, but they draw on a rich heritage from other models. Unfortunately the Body of Knowledge BOK remains to be written, so it can be difficult to understand how BOKs relate to other knowledge representations. Nonetheless we believe those relationships are essential to the disciplined creation of BOKs.

This section, based on a review of the literature, provides a coherent overview of the logical evolution of a BOK in four phases:

1. **Controlled vocabulary.** A collection of preferred terms that are used to more precisely retrieve content, categorize content, build labeling systems, create style guides, and design database schemata. (Adapted from [17].)

2. **Taxonomy.** A set of hierarchically related terms in a controlled vocabulary. (Adapted from [17].)

3. **Ontology.** A set of statements about a knowledge domain consisting of terms from a controlled vocabulary and the relationships among them. We follow Jurisica et al. [18] in distinguishing several subtypes of ontologies:
   a. **Static ontology.** An ontology that “describes static aspects of the world, i.e., what things exist, their attributes and relationships.”
   b. **Dynamic ontology.** An ontology that “describes the changing aspects of the world in terms of states, state transitions, and processes.”
   c. **Intentional ontology.** An ontology that “encompasses the world of things agents believe in, want, prove, disprove, or argue about.” We extend this definition to include the knowledge and skills those agents possess.

4. **Metamodel.** An ontology template whose parameters can be set to generate ontologies. The metamodel seeks to discover underlying similarities between the BOK being developed and other, related BOKs.

The term “body of knowledge” is used to refer to many different combinations of these formal models. It is frequently used to mean simply a static ontology for a particular discipline, although it can also refer to an intentional ontology, a process model, or simply a controlled vocabulary.

Once a BOK is defined, it can become a convenient place to store a wide variety of miscellaneous information such as bibliographies, tips, and anecdotes. The often hodge-podge nature of BOKs can obscure their underlying formal model. This formal model should not be ignored, but we believe that its obfuscation indicates the success of BOKs, not their failure.

A. **Controlled Vocabularies**

A BOK starts with a simple list of terms. The CIMBOK includes such as:
- incident
- event
- zero-day exploit
- service

The next step is to define the terms, adhering to two best practices of lexicography to make the vocabulary as useful as possible. First, definitions should avoid ambiguity by discriminating among homographs such as the verb “compromise” and the noun “compromise.” Second, the vocabulary should support a standardized, canonical usage by avoiding synonyms. For example, the term “buffer overflow” is preferred over “buffer overrun.” Some examples definitions from the CIMBOK include the following:

- incident: A violation or imminent threat of violation of computer security policies, acceptable use policies, or standard security practices.
- event: Any observable occurrence in a network or system.
- zero-day exploit: An exploit that takes advantage of a security vulnerability on the same day that the vulnerability becomes generally known.
- service: A set of activities that an organization carries out in the performance of a duty or in the production of a product.

When practitioners commit to using these terms, with or without formal enforcement, and when the list is under some form of configuration management, the result is called a **controlled vocabulary.** (For more information about controlled vocabularies, David Riecks maintains a useful repository [19].)

Good lexicographic practice is **descriptive** rather than **prescriptive**, which frequently requires documenting multiple senses for the same word and capturing, when appropriate, usage information for the various senses [20].

Controlled vocabularies are often augmented with additional nonstandard terms and mappings into the equivalent standard terminology, for example:
- monitoring report: See **audit log**.
- incomplete data: See **bad data**.

This is known as a thesaurus, and the subject heading catalogs used by libraries are well-known examples.

The CIMBOK controlled vocabulary contains a 2,000-word general information security dictionary, a 700-word insider threat dictionary, a 200-word malicious code dictionary, and dictionaries of terms used by the CERT-RMM and the Capability Maturity Model (CMM). These dictionaries are implemented using the DICT standard (RFC...
B. Taxonomies

The terms in a controlled vocabulary often have an internal structure that can be modeled as a tree. This classification reflects the “is-a” relationships in the vocabulary and captures the hierarchy of levels of abstraction in the domain. To illustrate using terms from the Longstaff and Howard taxonomy (“attack action” [22]):

- attack action:
  - probe…
  - scan…
  - flood…
  - authenticate…
  - bypass…
  - …

Here a probe is an attack action, a scan is an attack action, a flood is an attack action, and so on.

If the classification in a controlled vocabulary reflects the way the entities in question evolved, so that the relation is not just “is-a” but also “is-a-child-of,” then the classification is a taxonomy. (For more information, a special interest group of the American Society for Indexing collects useful information about the use of taxonomies in knowledge representation [23].)

A good example of a taxonomy in incident management is the family tree of the Bagle virus. A small portion of that tree is given here in textual form and a larger portion in graphic form in Fig. 1:

In this taxonomy, W32/Beagooz and W32/Bagle.cb@MM are two “species” of the “genus” W32/Bagle.p@MM [24]. The presence of parent-child relationships in this classification makes it a taxonomy.

The distinction between a classification and a taxonomy is not always observed in practice. Popular parlance often uses “taxonomy” to refer to any hierarchical classification, whether it represents an evolutionary process or not. Further, it would seem logical to allow metaphorical taxonomies, such as the evolution of different network sniffing tools, but it is not clear whether this is completely accepted by the community.

A classification of the terms in the CIMBOK vocabulary is being developed. The mind map in the figure below illustrates this classification for insider threat terms.

Apart from family trees of malware, we have not found many uses for taxonomies in incident management.
C. Static Ontologies

Once the standardized terms have been organized into categories, the next step is to make statements of facts within the knowledge domain of interest. These statements take the form of terms connected by the relationships between them, as seen in the following examples:

- Attackers exploit vulnerabilities.
- Smurf attacks utilize the ICMP protocol.

The first example asserts the “exploit” relationship between “attackers” and “vulnerabilities,” and the second asserts the “utilize” relationship between “Smurf attacks” and “the ICMP protocol.”

Mylopolos [25] calls this a static ontology, and it is a common component of a BOK. It is essentially the same as the entity-relationship diagrams used to design relational databases.

When a static ontology is represented in a formal notation, it is referred to as a “formal ontology.” For example, the following might represent the statements above in a formal ontology:

- Exploit(attackers, vulnerabilities)
- Utilize(Smurf attacks, ICMP)

Here the sans-serif font and the function-form notation suggest that these two statements can be processed by some software that manipulates formal ontologies.

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [26] and the DARPA Agent Modeling Language (DAML) [27] are formal languages that were designed specifically to allow machine-based reasoning about ontologies in the context of the World Wide Web.

An essential component of the CIMBOK is a static ontology of 340 incident management activities drawn from the 10 preexisting process models described in the Introduction. Each activity is classified according to where it occurs in the incident management lifecycle, the skills it requires, its relevant knowledge domains, and the standard in which it is described. A faceted interface [28, 29] that allows easy browsing of the static ontology has also been developed.

D. Dynamic Ontologies

Entity-relationship models are inherently atemporal; they abstract away from the details of how the model actually evolves. To capture the temporal dimension, relationships must be aggregated into sequences of steps to form a dynamic ontology. For example, one possible process for analyzing root causes, borrowed from [30], might be:

**The Root Cause Analysis Process**

1. Collect data
2. Construct causal factor chart
3. Identify the root cause
The process improvement community more commonly knows such dynamic ontologies as *process models*. They are still quite general, but they capture the temporal relationships among their elements.

Frequently a process needs to be captured in more detail and have its process attributes documented. This is what is referred to as a *process definition* [31]. In our root cause analysis domain, we might want to capture some of the details of the data collection process as well as the entry and exit conditions:

**The Root Cause Analysis Process**

**Entry conditions:** an incident report has been received and triaged

**Steps:**
- Collect as much data as possible, striving for a complete and accurate understanding of the event and its causal factors
- Construct a causal factor chart that contains logic tests describing the events leading up to the occurrence
- Use a decision diagram (the Root Cause Map) to identify the underlying reason for each causal factor
- Use the root cause analysis to generate recommendations for preventing the recurrence of the incident

**Exit conditions:** the root cause has been identified and recommendations made (but not implemented)

Only a small percentage of the processes in the CIMBOK have been captured as process definitions. A challenge to developing such definitions is the nondeterministic nature of many incident management activities, such as artifact analysis, which do not lend themselves to linear process steps. We are currently investigating the objective-based approach used by Beebe and Clark [32] as a possible solution.

### E. Intentional Ontologies

Arguably the most important entity in a BOK’s static ontology is the practitioner—the individual who will be participating in the discipline of interest. This leads many BOK developers to focus on the competencies required of practitioners. For example, the SCAMPI Lead Appraiser Body of Knowledge uses the SEI’s Competency Lifecycle Framework [33].

Competency frameworks can be viewed in two ways. The first way is as an abstraction of a set of process definitions, which mostly abstract away the details and the temporal dimension of the processes, leaving the competencies and the subcompetencies (skills) that are required to carry out the process. The second way is as a static ontology whose entities are the actors in a process and the attributes they possess—what Jurisica calls an *intentional ontology* [18]. The competency framework in our root cause analysis example might be the following:

**Competency 1.1 Performing Root Cause Analysis**

**Associated Skills**
- Gathering and assessing data
- Managing collected data
- Analyzing complex causal chains
- Solving problems based on an analytical framework

This competency framework might alternatively be represented as an intentional ontology:

```
Incident management staff → Can-collect → incident data

Incident management staff → Can-analyze → causal chains in incident data

Incident management staff → Can-solve-problems → to break causal chains
```

The CIMBOK incorporates competency information for each of the tasks it encompasses, making it possible to automatically generate traditional competency matrices, as illustrated by the figure below.
### Problem Solving
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparing for incidents</th>
<th>Perform risk assessments</th>
<th>Analytical Thinking</th>
<th>Project Planning</th>
<th>Communicating</th>
<th>Integrating Information</th>
<th>Articulating Information</th>
<th>Operating Computers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protecting against incidents</td>
<td>Improve Defenses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detecting incidents</td>
<td>Detect and report events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing incidents</td>
<td>Analyze Incident</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding to incidents</td>
<td>Remove cause of incident</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovering from incidents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning from incidents</td>
<td>Identify improvement actions</td>
<td>Perform a postmortem review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrating lessons learned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. An incident management competency matrix.

### Metamodels

The last step in developing a BOK is to abstract away from its specificity to capture the similarities between it and other related BOKs. The result is a metamodel, which is the combination of abstract ontologies and domain models. Under the guidance of the Object Management Group, this approach has achieved considerable success in software development, where a variety of software programs can be seen as instantiations of the same underlying metamodel [34].

In our incident management example, we might define a generalized “incident” ontology containing relationships such as:

- First responder, performs initial analysis on, incident
- Incident handler, researches, remediation methods and combine it with a domain model that specifies the substitutions that instantiate the ontology in different domains such as firefighting and helpdesk support:

#### Firefighting
- first responder = fireman
- incident = fire
- initial analysis = how many fire trucks will be needed
- remediation method = stricter building codes

#### Helpdesk
- first responder = helpdesk staff
- incident = information security incident
- initial analysis = type of incident
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